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From the editor:
Mark Shepperd's Come Join Their Song is a delightfully charming setting of a

compelling poem by Jayne Rasmussen. I am especially drawn to Christmas texts that
capture the contrasts and contradictions inherent in the birth of the Christ child. The
poem presents these contrasts in the context of a shepherd's dream in which he envisions
himself singing before a royal throne. In his dream, he is invited instead to follow the
angels' song to "tiny, humble Bethlehem." Shepperd's lyrical, choral writing and gently
flowing accompaniment are a perfect enhancement of the sweet sentiment of this text.
When programming Christmas literature, one of the most important things for me is
variety and flexibility of accompaniment, which this piece offers with the option of
handbell or organ accompaniment. The addition of the horn part lends a royal air to the
score on phrases such as "Here lies the royal King of kings" and "The Son of God lies in
the straw" and thus musically brings to life the paradox of the promised king born in a
manger. This piece should be sung with a lyrical quAhry of tone that matches this gentle
setting. - Dr. Lynda Hasseler

From the composer:
Come Join Their Song was written for the 2010 VocalEssence and American Composers
Forum Carol Contest. Since 1998, this annual contest has been held to encourage the
composition of new Christmas carols. Two winners are chosen each year and performed
as part of the annual VocalEssence Welcome Christmas concerts. I was delighted to
have had Come Join Their Song selected as a winner in 2010. Jayne Rasmussen, with
whom I have collaborated many times, graciously supplied me with the lyrics. The story
and images presented in Jayne's poem provided inspiration for me to craft a melody
which, I hope, will inspire the listener. The accompaniment depicts "a sparkling desert
stream"o "a royal thlone" and the angels' song ringing heavenward.

Since this melody sets the text syllabically, the choir will be challenged to sing in the
legato style necessary to give expression to the character of the music. This becomes
even more important in eighth-note passages in which the tendency will be to sing "note
to note." A flowing, unhurried tempo will create a musical atmosphere reminiscent of
both a dream and a journey. - Mark Shepperd
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